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Abstract 

 Thin, spinning disks are present in a wide range of mechanical devices, ranging 

from data storage drives to lumber processing equipment.  Transverse vibration presents 

a significant design challenge to these devices.  A particular problem limiting the 

performance of many of these applications is the occurrence of elastic instability at or 

above a certain speed where the natural frequency of the disk diminishes to zero.  This 

work proposes a passive method to increase the maximum effective operating speed of a 

spinning disk.  This method utilizes an axisymmetric in-plane electromagnetic field to 

stiffen the disk, and thus raise its critical speed. 

 The equations governing the magnetoelastic loading resulting from a current 

carrier concentric with the disk are developed here for the first time.  A review of 

previously employed techniques to solve the equations of linear free vibration of a 

spinning disk and an appropriate method to solve the proposed case are also presented.  A 

parametric study of the solutions is provided in order to determine the practical 

limitations of the passive control method.  Also presented here is a program of 

experimental investigation aimed at validating the theoretical model. 

 Findings from the analytical investigation imply that the elastic critical speed of a 

spinning disk may be significantly increased within practical ranges of disk geometry, 

material, and magnetic field strength.  The effect of the magnetic field has been found to 

be inversely proportional to both thickness and density.  In addition to a change in critical 

speed, a change in the lowest critical mode is also predicted for a disk spinning in the 

presence of and axisymmetric in-plane magnetic field.  The experimental portion of the 

work failed to validate the analytical predictions.  It is believed that the discrepancy 
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between analytical and experimental results is the result of an assumption of perfectly 

conductive disk material made in the theoretical model. Possible avenues of future 

research are also presented.
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